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Standardizing viral vector
manufacture: maximizing production
with the TRiP SystemTM
Dan Farley

The use of viral vectors to create novel gene- and cell-based medicines
is now a reality. As gene therapy matures into a new era, the industry will
need to adopt improvements to viral vector manufacturing to meet the
demand for GMP grade material. The activities of process optimisation/
characterisation with any given viral vector entering into clinical development are considerable. The cell culture (Upstream) and purification/
concentration (Downstream) aspects of this process are multi-faceted.
The amount of vector produced during Upstream can vary depending on
the transgene encoded, especially if the active protein is expressed in the
production cell when constitutive or leaky tissue specific promoters are
employed. Oxford BioMedica has developed the Transgene Repression In
vector Production (TRiP) System™ to recover vector titres compromised
by transgene expression. The system utilises the bacterial protein TRAP
and its short RNA binding sequence – inserted within the transgene
leader sequence – to repress transgene mRNA translation during vector
production only, leaving expression unaffected in target cells. The TRiP
System™ has been used to fully recover titres of Lenti, Adeno and AAV
based vectors, and is expected to be universally applicable to any viral
vector/vaccine platform. We anticipate that the TRiP System™ will enable new gene therapies to be considered, and assist those already in development to become commercially viable. Given that only TRAP and the
viral proteins of the vector platform being employed will be expressed
during Upstream, the TRiP System™ opens the door to ‘plug-and-play’
manufacturing, greatly minimising the burden of process development
within a given pipeline.
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“The TRiP System is on its way to
become a new standard in viral vector
manufacturing, implemented across
diverse viral vector systems.”
TM

The development of new gene therapies for genetic disorders and cancer
is increasing at a rapid pace. Several
promising therapies have recently
received regulatory approval and are
now commercialized, including Kymriah™ and Yescarta® for the treatment of certain B-cell malignancies,
and Luxturna™ for the treatment of
RPE65-mediated inherited retinal
disease [1–3].
The contemporary vectors of
choice are derived from engineered
viruses including those based on
gamma-retroviruses (RVs), lentiviruses (LVs), adeno-associated viruses
(AAVs) and adenoviruses (AdVs), although a variety of non-viral vector
approaches are now gaining greater
momentum [4]. Given the diverse
complexities associated with the
broad range of indications being targeted by vectored gene therapies, it is
likely that different viral vectors will
‘find their niche’ and that no single
viral vector will become the de facto
‘industry standard’. As the successes
of these approaches in clinical trials
begin to build towards regulatory
approval and commercialization,
attention has focused on the emerging bottleneck in mass production
of GMP grade vector material [5].
A way to overcome this challenge
is to find new ways to maximize titer during viral vector production.
Oxford BioMedica has developed
the TRiP SystemTM, a new technology that allows suppression of the
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transgene expression in the production cell, essentially mitigating any
side effects of the therapeutic protein
on the manufacturing process. The
TRiP SystemTM is on its way to become a new standard in viral vector
manufacturing, implemented across
diverse viral vector systems.

VIRUS TO VECTOR
The current break-through gene
therapy products owe their success
partly to the previous three decades
of viral vector platform development, wherein complex virus genomes have been stripped down to
their minimal functional sequences, and components separated
onto multiple plasmids, to enable
safe, efficient and stable delivery
of transgenic cassettes to primary
cells. In many cases, this has involved removal of various auxiliary
and accessory genes specific to the
virus/vector platform that are considered redundant in ‘single-round’
transduction-competent viral vectors [6–8]. Additionally, removal of
certain functions, such as the multiple gene-regulator tat from HIV1 based LVs, were important safety
steps in which Oxford BioMedica
played an important role [9]. Adenoviral vector development from
first to third generations started
with progressive deletion of regulatory and immune-regulatory
genes (E1, E2, E3, E4) from the
vector genome, and has essentially finished at completely ‘gutted’
AdVs, although these remain dependent on helper AdVs that are
difficult to remove entirely from
final vector material [10]. Similarly,
AAV vectors have been engineered
such that only the cis-acting viral
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sequences that allow production
and packaging of the vector genome are present with transgenic
sequences. A key advancement in
retroviral vector development was
the ‘self-inactivating’ (SIN) modification to the vector genome to
remove viral enhancer-promoter sequences, greatly limiting the
chances activation of proto-oncogenes within the neighbouring
chromosome [11]. Together with
sequence optimization processes, such as codon-optimization
of packaging cassettes (minimizes
recombination between components) [12], these modifications
have led to the current state-ofart viral vector platforms in which
no replicating competent entities
have been detected to date [13–15].
Whilst there remains a theoretical
risk of insertional mutagenesis by
SIN-LVs, a realization of such an
event has not been empirically observed in patients. In cases where
only short term transgene expression is required, integration-defective LVs (ID-LVs) harboring mutation(s) in the integrase protein
and/or in cis-acting elements on
the vector genome are being used
[16], as well as AAV vectors, which
integrate into the host genome at
low levels (~0.1%) [17]. Such rational design of viral vectors continues alongside the burgeoning field
of ‘library-enhanced’ viral vectors,
for example DNA shuffling of AAV
capsid sequences for improved targeting and escape of pre-existing
immunity [18]. Examples of rational design have led to the principle
of targeting of enveloped viral vectors by pseudotyping with different
viral glycoproteins [19], as well as
microRNA-regulated vectors [20],
and the development of novel vector architecture [21].

THE CHALLENGES OF
VIRAL VECTOR
PRODUCTION
Historically, the main choice of viral vector cell line has been those
based on the HEK293 cell line developed by Frank Graham and colleagues several decades ago [22], and
later the HEK293T cell line that
expresses the SV40 large T antigen
[23]. Effectively, researchers have
selected these cells by trial-and-error to find that they typically yield
higher titers than other cell lines.
This is perhaps in part due to their
high transfection efficiency but in
hindsight, also due to their relatively low (or absent) expression levels
of viral restriction factors that have
subsequently been identified by the
research community over the last 15
years [24]. Only relatively recently have other cell lines been developed to provide alternative base cell
lines for vector production [25,26].
Whatever the choice of production
cell, the output of viral vector titers
during the ‘Upstream’ process phase
can be affected by several different
factors, for example [27]:
ff

Viral serotype/pseudotype
employed;

ff

Transgenic sequence
composition and size;

ff

Media composition/gassing/pH;

ff

Transfection reagent/process;

ff

Chemical induction and vector
harvest timings;

ff

Cell fragility/viability;

ff

Bioreactor shear-forces; and,

ff

Impurities
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“...it is probable that biologically active
transgene proteins will impact on some
aspect of vector product; from cell
viability/vitality, to vector assembly/
activity, to drug product purity”
The potential variability in the composition of ‘crude’ harvest material
typically impacts on the performance of the different steps taken
during the ‘Downstream’ process,
for example ion-exchange chromatography, size-exclusion and (sterile) filtration steps [28]. Both Upstream and Downstream processes
ultimately determine the purity of
the drug product being administered. Certain gene therapies for direct in vivo administration will likely require high drug product titers
in order to achieve target doses. This
requires large concentration factors
over the process, and if crude harvest titer is limiting this will necessarily result in ‘over’-concentration
of impurities such as residual DNA.
However, one single factor that affects many of these considerations is
the potential expression of the transgene product during the Upstream
process. This often means that the
entire viral vector process will be bespoke for a given transgene-expressing
vector, which places a considerable
burden of resource and time for process characterization and validation.

HIGH TRANSGENE
EXPRESSION: BE CAREFUL
WHAT YOU WISH FOR
The level of transgene expression
within vector production cells is
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dictated by several cis-acting nucleotide sequences designed into
the expression cassette: promoter/
enhancer elements (transcription
activity) [29]; introns/polynucleotide length-composition/polyadenylation (mRNA export/stability)
[30,31]; and Kozak sequence/UTR
length-composition/codon usage
(translation efficiency) [32–34].
Clearly, there are other factors in
the make-up of the protein itself
that contribute to its half-life and
activity; indeed, it is protein activity
that is ultimately the most important factor both from the perspective
of in vivo efficacy and the unwanted
activity during vector production.
Typically, the researcher will aim
to optimize all of these sequences
in order to maximize activity in the
target cell to increase chance of therapeutic benefit and to potentially
allow lower dosing levels. However,
unwanted expression during vector
production often remains as a ‘brut
fact’ after this optimization process.
The impact of transgene activity
during viral vector production can
sometimes be predicted from the
outset (such as a known cytotoxic
protein) but others cannot (Figure
1). ‘Benchmark’ vector titers are often reported at high levels for GFP
or other inert reporter-encoding
vectors but it is probable that biologically active transgene proteins
will impact on some aspect of vector
product; from cell viability/vitality,
to vector assembly/activity, to drug
product purity. It is our experience,
and of others within the field, that
LVs expressing transgenes such as
certain CARs (encoding signaling
domains) and CRISPR-cas9 cassettes can be well below benchmark
levels [35]. We previously demonstrated that constitutive Factor VIII
expression limited functional virion
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ffFIGURE 1
The impact of problematic transgene expression during viral vector production.

Viral vector production is a complex process involving many cellular processes. Unwanted expression of the transgene during vector
production can have unpredictable impact on the manufacturing process.
Upper left panel: Transgene cytotoxicity may have an indirect impact on vector production by affecting cellular viability or vitality.
Lower left panel: Transgene contamination may have a conditional impact on the manufacturing process. For example if the
transgene protein is a membrane or secreted protein it will likely become imbedded or associated with the vector virions, possibly
impacting some aspect of Downstream processing, even if no observable reduction in crude vector titers are observed.
Lower right panel: Transgene interference may have a direct impact on vector assembly, leading to reduced virion production or
reduce activity.
Upper right panel: Transgene repression (by the TRiP systemTM) minimizes unwanted impacts imposed by the transgene protein.
©

BioInsights Publishing Ltd.

assembly during LV production
[36]. Alternatively, the transgene
may have no significant impact on
measurable output vector titers but
may result in reduced cell integrity
leading to increased contaminants

inputting to Downstream processes
and possibly into the drug product Conversely, there are many
published examples of biologically
active transgenes successfully produced and delivered by viral vectors,
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indicating no significant impact on
vector production or purification;
but this perhaps tells only half of
the story – what about all the failed
attempts to produce viral vectors
encoding genes x, y and z, that did
not make it to the editors inbox?
It is usual, when conducting early proof-of-efficacy experiments in
pre-clinical models to consider 3-to5 fold lower vector titers (compared
to benchmark values) as practicable
levels of vector production at research scales, without contemplating the knock-on consequences for
scale-up and cost-of-goods at GMP
production scales. This ultimately
may determine whether a promising
therapy can be realized commercially. Still other conceptually promising approaches may be terminated
during these early development
stages because the transgene activity is so potently detrimental to viral
vector titers. Therefore, the ability
to repress transgene protein expression/activity during vector production becomes extremely desirable.
To do so may allow previous viral
vector therapies – once hampered by
poor titers – to be fully evaluated for
clinical development. It would also
represent a significant step to standardized viral vector manufacturing
processes whereby only the viral
vector components are expressed
during the Upstream stage.

TRANSGENE:
QUIET PLEASE!
There are a number of approaches
to minimize transgene expression
during viral vector production.
The development of next generation tissue-specific promoters is
increasing within the gene therapy
field. Whilst minimizing transgene
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expression within vector production
cells is achievable with use of certain
tissue specific promoters, leaky expression is possible and will always
need to be determined empirically.
For example, the Adenovirus E1a
and SV40 Large T gene products
expressed in HEK293T cells have
been shown to be promiscuous
transactivators of housekeeping and
tissue-specific genes [37–40]. Current manufacturing methods that
require large quantities of plasmid
DNA per cell at transfection may
result in a substantial amount of
transgene expression from even very
‘quiet’ tissue specific promoters.
The initial cost and time investment
in order to develop a bespoke tissue
specific promoter (and for it to be
validated in all the specific models
of choice in pre-clinical studies)
may be too great to justify, especially when there may be proven
alternatives immediately available.
Moreover, the validation of specificity/activity of a bespoke promoter
within animal models may not necessarily translate in the clinic. Additionally, there are settings in which
the use of completely silent tissue
specific promoters will not quench
transgene expression. For example,
we have shown that the genomic RNA of RVs/LVs is a proficient
mRNA for translation of ORFs directed by IRES elements, leading
to substantial transgene expression
even when the transgene cassette
has no promoter [41]. Finally, it actually may be desirable to use strong
constitutive promoters to maximise
expression in a wide number of target tissues if such an approach is required to realize clinical efficacy.
Other molecular tools available
that can achieve various degrees of
transgene repression include: tet/
cumate ON/OFF and tetR/lacR
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repressor systems (transcription
control) [42–45], ribozyme switches/microRNA (mRNA stability)
[46] and protein-degron systems
(protein stability) [47,48]. The caveats to such approaches typically fall
into at least one of four categories:
difficult to engineer (e.g., inserting
tet-operator sequences into promoter of choice without compromising
promoter functionality); modest
levels of repression achieved; impact
on vector utility (titers, capacity);
and risk of non-human protein sequences being expressed or appended to the transgene protein in vivo.

TRANSGENE REPRESSION
IN VECTOR PRODUCTION
(TRIP) SYSTEM™
Oxford BioMedica recently reported the development of the TRiP
SystemTM, a universal transgene repression system for limiting translation of transgene ORFs during
viral vector production [49]. The
TRiP SystemTM is based on previous characterisation of the bacterial
protein ‘tryptophan RNA-binding
attenuation protein’ (TRAP) [50].
In bacteria such as bacillus subtilis, TRAP is a component of the
L-tryptophan (L-trp) synthase operon feed-back loop [51]. TRAP is
a small protein of ~8kDa in size,
which self-assembles into a toroidal
structure composing typically 11
monomers. The resulting tyre-like
scaffold contains 11 L-trp-binding pockets, which when bound
by L-trp causes a conformational
change such that TRAP binds to
its target RNA sequence around
the ‘tyre tread’. The trp operon is
regulated by TRAP both at the level of pre-mature RNA polymerase
termination and at the level of

‘The TRiP SystemTM is consistently
capable of achieving transgene
repression levels up to two orders of
magnitude...’

translation initiation via binding to
the TRAP binding sequence (tbs)
within the RNA leader of a number
of genes in the operon.
In the TRiP SystemTM, the tbs
is inserted close to the initiation
codon of the transgene of interest,
and the resulting stable TRAP-tbs
complex that forms upstream results in inhibition of translation
of the protein (Figure 2). In vitro
studies have determined maximal
TRAP affinity (Kd) for its optimal
target sequence in the nanomolar
range [52]. The optimal consensus sequence for the tbs in the
TRiP SystemTM is [KAGNN]11,
and when it is inserted in close
proximity to the Kozak sequence.
The TRiP SystemTM is consistently capable of achieving transgene
repression levels up to two orders of magnitude [49], and we
are now developing second generation cassettes capable of over
1000-fold repression levels [Unpublished Data]. Being such a short
sequence, the tbs does not significantly impact on vector genome
length, and this also ensures a
relatively short leader to maintain
robust expression in target cells.
The fact that repression acts at
the level of translation means that
TRiP has been used to repress expression from a variety of constitutive promoters, and could also
address any leaky expression from
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ffFIGURE 2
The TRiP system™ components.

TRAP is expressed as a small protein that self-assembles into 11-mers in a toroidal shape. The TRAP 11-mer is constitutively present
in its RNA-binding form due to the presence of excess L-tryptophan within the cell and media. TRAP binds to its target sequence
(tbs) comprising 55 nucleotides of the sequence KAGNN repeated 11 times. In order for the transgene of interest to be repressed
by TRAP during viral vector production the tbs is inserted in close proximity to the transgene Kozak sequence. The tbs can also be
inserted between an IRES element and a transgene AUG codon in order to repress cap-independent translation. Co-expression
of TRAP with viral vector components thus allows TRAP to bind the tbs during production; the stable TRAP-tbs complex blocks
translation initiation of the transgene mRNA. The presence of the tbs within the transgene mRNA has no impact on expression of
the transgene in vector transduced cells. ©BioInsights Publishing Ltd

tissue specific promoters. We have
also demonstrated that the TRiP
SystemTM can be used to repress
translation from IRES elements,
paving the way for application of
TRiP to multicistronic viral vectors and enabling researchers to
deliver ever more complex transgene payloads.
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Importantly, the simple components of the TRiP SystemTM
do not appear to impact on the
fundamental biology of the classic vector platforms, namely LVs,
AAV and AdV vectors. In principle
it could be applied to other viral
vectors and ‘armed’ vaccines. Of
further importance is the ability
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to produce stable cell lines constitutively expressing the TRAP
protein, indicating that there is
no obvious cytotoxicity associated
with this RNA-binding protein. At
Oxford BioMedica we have recently leveraged a bespoke, automated
high through-put cell line isolation/screening platform to isolate
serum-free, suspension TRAP-expressing cell lines that maintain
high levels of transgene repression
over several weeks.
The TRiP SystemTM enhances output titres of LVs encoding
CARs, as well as fully rescuing AAV
and AdVs expressing pro-apoptotic factors to benchmark levels
[49]. Table 1 presents examples of
the levels of recoveries in vector
titers capable in leveraging the
TRiP SystemTM across different
platforms. Further benefits of the
TRiP SystemTM were exampled by
evaluation of an LV vector constitutively expressing the Cyclo-oxygenase-2 (COX-2) gene under
control of the CMV promoter (for
treatment of Glaucoma). This vector typically produces up to 1000
times lower vector titers compared
to the GFP control. The TRiP

‘The TRiP SystemTM enhances output
titres of LVs encoding CARs, as
well as fully rescuing AAV and AdVs
expressing pro-apoptotic factors to
benchmark levels.’
SystemTM rescued vector output of
the LV-CMV-COX-2 vector to the
same levels as the GFP vector, and
remarkably also improved the protein profile of the concentrated LV
material [49]. The high expression
of COX-2 during LV production
had a broad impact on the abundance and type of host cell proteins
associated with concentrated LV
particles, including the amount of
VSVG envelope protein incorporated. Repressing COX-2 expression resulted in a similar protein
profile to that of a GFP-expressing
LV, as well as rescuing VSVG-incorporation into virions.
The protein profiling analysis
also revealed that the TRAP protein itself is of high abundance
within LV material, presumably

ff TABLE 1

Examples of typical viral vector titer recoveries when utilizing the TRiP SystemTM.

Platform
TRiPLenti
TRiPLenti
TRiPLenti
TRiPLenti
TRiPLenti
TRiPAAV
TRiPAdeno

Transgene/vector
Cox-2/EIAV
FVIII/EIAV
FPR/EIAV
VEGF-B/EIAV
CAR/HIV-1
Bax/scAAV2
Bax-IRES-GFP/Ad5

Titer recovery
600-fold
10-fold
10-fold
10-fold
30-fold
>10-fold*
100,000-fold

The TRiP SystemTM is applicable to many viral vector platforms, including Lenti-, Adeno- and AAV-based vectors. The table presents
observed increases in vector titers across these three vector platforms using different transgenes, all expressed by the potent CMV
promoter [49].
Transgenes: Cyclooxygenase-2, Factor VIII, Prostaglandin receptor (FPR), Vascular endothelial growth factor B, a Chimeric antigen
receptor, Bcl-2-associated X.
*Likely underestimate due to assay LOQ.
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due to passive incorporation of
this abundant cytoplasmic protein into virions during the budding process. Clearly this initial
finding represented an open question as to whether the presence of
TRAP protein with LV material might compromise a direct in
vivo administration gene therapy
approach. Given that re-dosing
of patients with LVs is not likely
to be required (and may not be
possible given the likely immune
responses raised to vector envelopes such as VSVG [53]), the
most likely theoretical hindrance
to gene delivery by LVs produced
using the TRiP SystemTM would
be pre-existing antibody responses to TRAP protein. Bacillus is
a genus of Gram-positive, rodshaped bacteria found in soil and
water [54], and so it’s highly likely
that most humans will have been
exposed to this organism from a
young age. However, it is also a
gut-commensal organism suggesting that humans may have
been generally tolerised [55]; such
pre-existing immune responses to
TRAP would therefore be unlikely. In our initial work, no immune
response to TRAP was detected
when evaluating the LV-COX-2
vector in a small rat study [49].
To empirically determine if
such responses exist in humans,
we have subsequently initiated screening of patient sera for
pre-existing antibody responses
to the TRAP protein. Within the
limits of sensitivity of the assay
employed, we have not detected
antibody responses from 25 patient sera to native or non-native
TRAP, either in its 11-mer or monomeric form [Unpublished Data].
It is of note that similar techniques employed to determine
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pre-existing antibody responses to
Cas9 protein, detected responses
in 79% of donors probing against
SaCas9 (S. aureus) and 65% of
donors probing against SpCas9
(S. pyogenes) [56]. Whilst later reports using assays based on ELISA
have suggested that more accurate
response rates to Cas9 may be lower at ≤10% [57], the lack of any
demonstrable antibody responses
to TRAP in our ongoing study already suggests that the presence of
TRAP protein within viral vector
material will not be an issue for
the general population.

TAKING A TRIP TO THE
LAB
It is exciting to see other researchers now start to evaluate the The
TRiP SystemTM for use in generation of ‘difficult’ vectors. For
example, the Jenner Institute in
Oxford is developing novel vaccination approaches against a wide
range of pathogens, such as Malaria, Influenza, Ebola and HIV1, using the simian (chimpanzee)
adenovirus (ChAdV) vector platform in combination with modified vaccinia virus Ankara (MVA).
Professor Tomáš Hanke, one of
the collaborators in the TRiPAdeno evaluation, is taking an approach to develop HIV-1 vaccines
by designing novel immunogens
composed of multiple, M-group
conserved regions of the virus,
and has already reported some
promising results [58]. However,
production of the recombinant
ChAdV vectors expressing these
highly artificial proteins has proven to be difficult in some cases,
and the TRiP SystemTM is giving
new hope:
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“The HIV-1 based immunogens that we are developing are bioinformaticsinformed, computed chimeric proteins derived from the most conserved
regions of the viral proteome and are of over 700 amino acids in length. These
can be expressed with or without the tPA-leader secretory sequence. We
have found that ChAdVs expressing these types of protein mosaics, which do
not have any natural folding, can destabilize the recombinant vector during
amplification. In other contexts where transgene ORFs are stable, we find that
downstream processing steps can also be differentially affected depending
on the transgene encoded. As a result, the recombinant vectors may be hard
to rescue and sequencing of the transgene ORF within the vector genomes
may reveal small nucleotide insertions/deletions causing a shift in the reading frame, expression of irrelevant
amino acids and premature termination. This has previously led us to employ the tetR repression system,
which in some cases has proven successful. However, we have found that even using the tetR system, some
recombinant vectors expressing certain difficult products can be hard to rescue due to the leakiness of the
tetR repression. This goes to show how unpredictable the impact of expression of some of these proteins can
be on Adenoviral vector biology. We’re therefore enthusiastic about the ongoing collaboration with Oxford
BioMedica to evaluate the TRiP SystemTM in production of recombinant ChAdVs, and our initial results look
promising.”
– Professor Tomáš Hanke, Jenner Institute, University of Oxford, UK

Still others have leveraged the TRiP SystemTM as a helpful research tool:
“Our goal was to understand whether a particular transgene was responsible
for low lentiviral vector production efficiencies; was the transgene causing
cytotoxicity, and reducing vector output from the producer cells? The TRiP
SystemTM allowed us to control transgene expression in the transfected
HEK293T cells. We used a tbs-containing transgene cassette, and tested a GFP
LV genome in parallel as a control. Co-expression of TRAP effectively switched
off GFP and our transgene expression, allowing us to clearly show that in this
case transgene expression itself was not responsible for poor vector production.
We eventually worked out that another feature of the transgene RNA was responsible, allowing us to fix this
through further construct design. Overall, the TRiP SystemTM was a tractable and straightforward system for
repression transgene expression in producer cells, and we were very pleased with how it worked.”
–Professor Greg Towers, University College London, UK

We anticipate that the TRiP SystemTM will be employable in other
areas of research, such as expanding
the complexity in vectored cDNA
libraries, especially those encoding
novel modified or synthetic proteins. Typically, vectored libraries
are produced by transient transfection of vector production cells with
a complex mix of DNA comprising
the entire cloned/synthesized library; each vector genome expressing an individual clone. Given that

each production cell will likely be
transfected with multiple plasmids,
then the expression of just one of
these clones expressing a gene that
impacts on cell viability/vitality or
vector assembly will compromise
the production of all the other
clones transfected into that cell.
Currently, the only way to mitigate
this problem is to massively up-scale
production of the vector library to
ensure that ‘somewhere’ within the
transfected culture every vectored
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clone is produced from cells that
are not expressing a problematic
gene. Therefore repression of apoptotic, toxic or dominant-negative
genes using the TRiP SystemTM
during the initial production of
the viral vector library will expedite
the production of maximal library
complexity that would otherwise
be limited by the activities of those
proteins.
In summary, the TRiP SystemTM
is fundamentally an approach to
rescue or restore viral vectors at
or close to the ‘benchmark’ titers
achievable with any given viral
vector platform, and could be of
immediate benefit to researchers
programs already in clinical development. However, its application
will also help to prevent early stage
gene therapy product failures related to transgene protein expression,

and also represents the first steps
towards ‘plug-and-play’ viral vector manufacture within commercial pipelines, avoiding continual
process development for each new
product. The TRiP SystemTM will
pave the way to faster and more
consistent translation of gene therapy strategies from theory to clinical
success.
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